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Abstract: 

Pay-as-you-go Pension Systems· 

as Incomplete Social Contracts 
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D-57068 Siegen, Germany 
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We model a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) pension system as a series of incomp.lete 

intergenerational contracts. Each generation pays a pension to its parents as the price for ·a 

premortal transferral of economic property rights. The terms of this intergenerational trade are 

· fixed· in a social contract, which due to its long-term nature is incomplete and likely. to be 

renegotiated after some of the initial uncertainty has been resolved. In between, however, 

investments and education efforts have to be carried out which affect the value of the 

. economic resources to be transferred betweel) generations. This set-up creates a number of 

· • intergenerational externalities (including a canonical hold-up problem) which may contribute to 

the explanation of those problems that real-w.orld PA YG public pension systems currently face. 

Keywords: Pay-as-you-go Pension Systems, Incomplete Contracts, Social Contracts 

JEL-C/assijication: H55, Ll4, 071 
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1. Introduction 

The central idea of this paper is to model pay-as-you-go (PA YG) pension systems as a series 
of incomplete intergenerational social contracts. The parties of these contracts ar~ members of 
different generation~ w~o - 'very .generally - _agree upo~ the terms of some intergenerational 
trade between them. Just like ordinary contracts in commodity trade the intergenerational 
contracts specify pri~es and (quantities ot) trade objects. The trade objects of intergenerational 
trade are ownership rights to the economy's .resources. Each generation creates and owns parts 
of the economy's means of production (say, the capital stock). When getting old, it can sell its 
ownership rights, which include both control and residual rights, to its children's generation 
and retire instead of working until death and ~hen bequeathing its wealth to its descendants. . 
The price to be p~id by the children for the "premortal" transfer.of ownership rights is the old-
age support for their parents. This support has to, be financed out of current income which 
constitut~s the PA YG property of old-age support in our approach. Intergenerational trade 
may be advantageous for both. generations and socially efficient because, e.g., the productivity 
of the young is higher than that of the elderly (due to diminishing physical strength _or mental 
power during old age). 

Within a society, generations are locked-in to each other: they each only have one -"trading 
partner" and their investments are relation specific. As a rule, outside options ~re not. available 

\ 

to any of them and hence their living together can only be governed by· social contracting and 
not, e.g., by competition. Social contracting which is. intended to rule very long-term 
relationships (periods· of some 3 0 years, .say) faces three generic difficulties. The first is· that the 
many contingencies which arise as time goes by cannot be fully dealt with when the contract is 
initially drawn up.~ As a consequence social contracts are highly incomplete in the sense that 
they cannot be written in contingent terms., Furthermore, renegotiation of the contract cannot 
be credibly ruled out ex ante. Second, the value of the means of production in an economy, 
which may be different· seen· from the viewpoints of two generations even if evaluated at the 
same point of time, depends on a number . of variables such as physical components, 

·technologies, skills, organizational features and ownership rights. These are to a great extent 
the result of the generations' investments into human and non-human capitaL In most cases, 
these investments are sunk once carried out. Furthermore, their complexity renders them non-: 

. contractible. If renegotiation is possible, this may create intergenerational hold-up problems . 
Third,_ a contract between two generations does not only affect their relation, but due to the 
overlapping of generations ,may have repercussions on third. generations as well (e.g., through 
th~ capital stock left to them) and thus influence the long-run economic prospects of a society. 

The fact that social contracts are incomplete, long-term and prone to renegotiation affects the 
behaviour of the contracting generations, i.e. their specific inyestments. Hold-up problems and 
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underinvestment are likely to occur. This .automatically raises the question whether cleverly 
designed social contracts (i.e., PA YG systems) eXist which overcome these troubles. 

In this paper we set up an OLG model of a closed economy which incorporates these features. 
As a , first attempt we stick rather closely to the 1/0 literature which provides considerable 
insights for the design of contracts in long-term settings with ex-ante non-contractibilities. 

Our aims are 
• to show how PA YG pension schemes can be un~erstood as bilateral intergenerational 

contracts; 
· • t,o highlight the specific properties of such contracts: incompleteness and the possibility of 

renegotiation; 
• to, identify intergenerational externalities which may distort investments away from their . 

efficient levels; 
• to assess the chances of creating an optimal PA YG system. 

The rest of the paper is organized in six parts: In Section 2 we give a broad motiv~tion for our 
approach. Section 3 puts pur, ideas into the formal framework of an OLG model. Section 4 
discusses the renegotiati<;m game .. In Section 5 we derive ,cond~tions for the, optimal behaviour 
of the genera~ions in our model and for efficient behavic;>ur. Compa~ng both in Section 6, we 
identify a number of intergenerational externalities (including an intergenerational ·hold-up 
problen:i) which may distort economic decisions away from their efficient levels. Some 
implications and directions for future research .are discussed in the concluding Section 7. 

2. Further' Motivation 

. Almost all public pension plans in industrialized countries are financed on a PA YG base, and in 
almost all countries these PAYG systems are wobbling or expected to become so in near 
future. Several remedies have been discussed and several countries have gone through minor 
or major modifications of their PAYG system. To keep actuarial balance of a PAYG system in 
an aging society requires· rising contribution rates, lower pension payments. or both (see 

' t I • 

Weizsacker (1995) for a discussion). Diamond. (1996) discusses the indexation of the 
retirement age, investments of trust funds in private securities, partial pri~atization of social 
security, and mandating individual or employer-provided retireme~t savings. All reforms have 
in common that at least one generation .incurs losses as compared to the current system (the 
same would happen with reversed signs if econo~c . conditions changed in a favourable 
direction). Generally, one may wish to divide such losses (or benefits) amongst the generations. 
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In modem societies, this works through some bargaining between the generations currently 
alive and involved in the PAYG system. 1 We will interpret this kind of bargaining as the 
renegotiation of a social contract which has been agreed upon by the generations· at some 
earlier point in time. · 
It is well-known that PA YG public pension systems are not .neutral with respect to individual 
behaviour. Their existence influences households' savings, labour supply, investments, 
.consumption stream~ and. reprqductiv~ behavfour. Reforms in the P AYG system often hit 
individuals after · a co.nsiderable part of their lifetime economic decisions ha.s already been 
irreversibly made; naturally, the older an individual, the greater is this part. Pr~vious economic 
decisions may have been based on the assumption that the pension system will remain at wotk 

· unchangedly and forever. However, with rational agents, this is not very plausible. Agents can 
foresee that economic or demographic conditions will change ( alt~ough they naturally cannot 
foresee the exact state of the future world) and that the actuarial assumptions the current 
public pension system is based upon may not hold in the future. Agents anticipate that !he 
pension system may be subject to change or, with other words, that the social contract may be 
renegotiated. This prospect will affect their behaviour from the outset, i.e., decisions are made 
under the assumption of an uncertain pension system. 

. . 
In this paper we set up a model which elaborates on this idea. Before presenting the model, we 
give some further motivation for. our approach and put it irtto perspective with the literature. 

1. The public finance literature offers several positive and normative explanations for 
PAYG public pension systems (for a survey see Verb9n (1993)): 
• In Browning (1975) a PAYG system is the result of a majority voting rule with the old out-

voting the young. In this setting, the median-voter PA YG system is socially inefficient. The 
Browning approach is not very satisfactory for a numb~r of reasons. ;\s Veall ( 1986) points 
out, social security is the only form. ~f redistributing wealth in the Browning model. ff there 
were other instruments (such as taxes), no. voting equilibrium would eXist. Verbon ( 1988) 
shows that in a representative democracy PA YG systems may not emerge even if the elderly 
are in the majority. Furthermore~ the one-to-one mapping that the young oppose PA YG 

· systems ·whereas the elderly favour them· does not· hold empirically. This observation 
indicates that in order to be in harmony with the polls a positive explanation of PA YG 
systems it cannot be based on one-sided supports only. 

• Diamond/Mirrlees_ ( 1978) argue that moral haza~d and adverse selection problems in 
retirement income insurance can (only) be alleviated by compulsory participation. While this 
highlights some risk sharing issues in the pension problems, this does,' however, not explain 
PA YG systems, but only government intervention in the provision of pensions . 

. I Sometimes this bargaining is even seen as a kind of generational combat (Th~ Economist, Janwuy 11, 
1007. p. 49). 
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• Diamond ( 1977) argues that individiuals neglect private. savings for their old age due to 
uninformedness and irratio11ality. T~erefore, the government should set up a forced-savings 
progralTlme. ~gain, there is no explanation for a PA YG system, but only for. government 
intervention. Furthermore, the ·argument involves paternalism (see Veall ( 1986) for this · 
point) and irrationality. 

• Veall ( 1986) presents an intergenerational game with altruistic generations where strategic 
considerations make individuals stop saving and rely on future generations' altruism. He 

. then shows that with a compulsory PA YG pension plan an efficient intertemporal allocatipn . . 

can be implemented. The problem with Veall's approach is that it does not purely rely on the 
Nash equilibrium concept but, such as Samuelson (1958), on reciprocity in the sense that 
each .generation assumes that a $1 reduction of transfers to its elders will once be paid back 

" 

by its children in form of an equal $1 reduction of their transfer. In other words, the current 
generations behave as if they were ascribed the right to estahlish a binding rule for future 
g~nerations. How such a rule can be enforced is a question left open. 

• A number of papers argue in favour of a PAYG system for the reason of intergen~rational 
effi~iency .. Breyer (1989) shows that it is not possible· to find a Pareto improving 
transformation of a PA YG pension system into a fully funded system if contributions to the 

, ' 

PA yo system are lump sum. There is no way to raise the necessary funds to finance the· 
· . transition perio~ without making at. least one generation worse off as compared to a 

continuation ofthe· PAYG system. This result has been _qualified by several authors (see e.g. 
Homburg (1990) or Fenge/Schw~ger (1996)) leaving the impression that (to say the least) 
no clear-cut case ·can be made for the superiority; of PAYG systems. This especially holds if 

. : 

. contributions_ to the public pensio11s systems are distortionary. 
T~ summarize, there seem·s to be no fully convincing theo..Y which can explain the widespread 
and stable existence of PA YG pension systems _Without relying on altruism or behav4oural 
assumptions different from economic rationality. 

2. As Verbon ( 1988) points out, the public pension ·systems of industrialized countries are 
due to permanent .changes an°d discussions. Hardly any government has left the pension system 
as it found it.2 This empirical obs~rvation is in contrast with the theoretical literature (e.g., with 
Browping (1975), Boadway/Wildasin (1989) and Veall (1986)) where it is implicitly assumed 
that the (PA YG) system. once agreed upon will . continue unaltered iii the future. This 
assumption is not tenable. A realistic approach to the public pension problem should 
incorporate an explanation for changes and alterations in the system. -Such. an explana~ion 
could be that at the time when the decision on the pension scheme was· made certain 
contingencies could not be or were . not forese~n. Sticking to the old agreement then would · 
certainly not be optimal. 

. E.g .. · the contribution rate (as a percentage of gross income) to the Gennan old~age insurance system 
was changed 13 times between 1980 and 1997. 
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3. The German PAYG systetjt of old : age insurance .is_ called Generationenvertrag · 
(intergenerational contract). This "contract" h~s some strange features. First, it is not. a. 
contract in the sense of t~e Civil Law. The German Supreme Court put this very clearly when 
stating that payments to the PA YG .system during working life do not constitute any claim for 
a certain amount of old age pensions during retirement. Moreover, anybody who enters the 
PA YG system ·"cannot expeqt the legal prescription~ concerning the payments of the pension 
insurance to remain unchangedly valid fqr ever. ( ... )Thus, changes in economic conditions or 
as well in the. ratio between pensioneers and those generations who, while still working, bear 
the contributions to the pension insurance,' will give scope or necessity for various 
realignments." (BVerfGE 58, 123, own translation): Note that this serves as a justification for 

. . \. . -
the permanent chang~s and alterations which occur in the Germa1_1 public pensions system; 
.Secorid, however, the PAYG system is a contract.in the sense that·"those who are working 
take care for the retirement income of the then old, and thereby earn the claim to be supported 
in their own old age by those who are then working." {ibid.) Note that there is no link between 
the pre~iums paid during working age and the pension payme~ts.·received when ·old. 3 The onl~ 
guarantee the (German) PAYQ system ·off~rs is that there will be a chance for each gene~ation 
to reach an agreement with its children's generation concerning the support during old age (see 

·also Brunner/Wickstrom (1993)). This guarantee is fairly weak, to say the least. 
Without any further commitment, P.A YG systems cannot be seen as cons~itutional social 

, contracts ensuring an infinite chain of transfers from young to old. As has been recognized by 
Samuelson (1958) already, it is in general not ·possible to bind future generations in an OLG 
model. The reason I~ that the young receive nothing in exchange for their support to the old 
- except the vague hope that somebody will perhaps take care· of them when they are old.4 

Each generation therefore has an incentive . to repudiate the payments to the current old (as , 
Wallace ( 1980) points out, this is· an equilibrium of the respective transfer.· game). . 

How can we interpret. PA YG systems then? One possibility is to, see a _PA YG system as a 
series of unilateral and voluntary transfer~.from the young to the old. This interpretation purely·. 
reli~s on· alti;uism. which - from an economic perspective - is not a convincing rationale. A 
second strand of. the literature adds to the . social contract some ingredients which ensure 
enforcement of the contract by all subsequent generations: 
• In Hansson/Stuart (1989) gene~ations are altruistic both towards earlier· and future 

generat~ons. The ~nitial generations in the Hansson/Stuart OLG model agree on a Pqnzi-

3 

4 

This is true at least in a fonnal sense. De facto. pension payments in the Gennan PAYG system.do 
depend (among others) in a weakly monotonic way on amount and duration of premium payments. 
The "pension fonnu~a". however. is not fixed and may be subject to sudden changes .. Furthennore, 
there is no obligation for the 'state to spend· contributions to the public pension system for pension 
payments entirely. This opens floodgates for any kind of "abuse" of old-age provisions. . 
A nice illustration of the vagueness of this hope may be that in the United States more people under 35 
believe in flying saucers than that they will ever get a Social Security cheque when they are old (The 
Economist, J~umary 11, 1997, p. 49). · 
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·type PA YG pension system which, as altruism declines with time distance, implies non-· 
decreasing transfers and decreasing savings over time. Once set up, this suboptimal PA YG 
system will 'run forever as. at any future point of time the old generation will refuse to 
change the social contract. As, by assumption, the social contract is constitutional . and can 
only be.altered.with unan"imous consent, the PAYG system ~ill survive. The unanimity rule 
serves as a commitment· device to the PA YG sys~em. In many countries the public pension 
scheme is not constitutional, but cai:i be changed with simple majority. in a growing. 

. . 
economy, the young are in the majority and thus would vote for abolition of the scheme. 
Allowing for different or changing bargaining powers would destroy the Hansson/Stu~rt 
result (see Verbon {1993) for this point). 

• In Esteban/Sakovics. (1993) the intergenerational trust problem of how to bind future 
generations to transfers once agreed upon in a social contract is solved by means of 
institutions which are costly to set up and to change. These costs su~ce to sustain positive 
intergenerational PA YG transfers both as cooperative and non-cooperative equilibria 
(although in general at suboptimally low levels). 

The approach followed in this paper is· quite different. PA YG pension systems ~re assumed 
neither to emerge from al~ruism nor to survive via institutional inertia. Our interpretation is that 
.PA YG systems are based on a series of at-will agreements between generations. In the 
literature, there exist two contractual approaches to PA YG systems which are similar to ours: 
• The first is Kotlikoff et al. (1988). In their model payme1.1ts from young to old generations 

are the price· paid by the young to make the old stick to some social contract they w.ould 
otherwise· abrogate. The social contract (which in the Kotlik off /et al.. model prescribes low 
capital taxation) itself is a traded asset Selling it from generation to generation ensures its 
permanent enforcement. T.hus, time-inconsistency problems are overcome. 

• The second approach is Cigno (1993). In this paper a family is interpreted as !1 credit 
system. Individuals only earn income in the middle, working period of their lives. Before 
and after (i.e., during youth and old age) they have to rely on transfers from their parents 
and children, respectively. In such a framework the middle-aged may lend to the young who 
pay back this loan one period later when the young borrowers are. middle-aged and the 
initially middle-aged lenders have become old. Cigno (1993) shows that such an intra-family 
deal combined with the _threat upheld by each generation never to pay anything to somebody 

5 

who did not comply with the rules of the game is an efficient and subgame-perfect (non- • 
cooperative) equilibrium of the· family game. Pensions in this model may be seen as the 
return-ori-investment in children. 5 

Furthermore. Cigno (19~3) shows that this efficient equilibrium is destroyed if (i) there is an accessible 
capital market (even if it offets lower rates of return than the family system does) or (ii) if there is a 
compuls~ry public_pension system. Both theoretical fin.dings fit well with the empirical observation of 
the bteak;.up offamily ties in modem societies. 
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.Both paper~ cited do not rely on Barro-type altruistic ·preferences .but assume purely self-
interested indi'yiduals. So does our · paper which differs from those _approaches in other 
respects: Here,\ pension payments are the price to· be paid by the yo~ng in exchange for 
property rights owned by the old. The intergenerational trade-object thus is economic 
resources and not~ as _in Kotlikoff et al. (1988), a social contract itsel~ In Cigno (1993), 
individuals get entitled. to pension payments during old-age if (and only if) they once raised and . 
supported children. Our approach is less dynastic and more profane .. Pensions· are not the 
reward for some (socially b~neficial) deeds in t_he past .but merely the ordinary price in a one-:-
to-one deal. 6 

The idea ofbila~eral intergenerational _contracts circumvents bot~ the problem of binding future 
generations and the reliance on altruism. Instead, we get ~ purely economic interpretation of a 
pension system. 

4. In our.interpretation pension payments are the price for the transferral of the economy's 
. ownership rights from. an old generation to .a younger one_. This fancy idea is perhaps not as 

far-fetched as it niay se.em at first sight: 
a) During their working time individuals invest in human ~nd non-human .capital and 

accumulate wealth. or, more generally, ownersfiip rights to economic resources. 
Personal wealth is increasing with age. The old generation owns conside~able part of an 

· · econpmy's capital stock. "Selling" this'. capital stock to the yo1:1nger generations may · 
. . . 

serve as a s~urce of income during old age. For illustrative examples consider . 
entrepreneurs, farmers or house. owners. Intergenerational contract between older. and 
younger genera~ion then specify the. conditions . under which the sons and daughters 
take over the firm, the farm· or the house, including especially the income of the retired 

. firm owner, the duties to· support the parents during old .age or the right. for a lifetime 
resid~nce in the hol!se. Such types of contracts may be socially efficient if the use of the 
asset by the young generation is more profitable than th~ .use by the elderly (e.g., due to 
diminishing physical strength or mental power. during o_IcJ age). 

b) Interpret the trade object of th~ social contract as the age of ~etirement of the elderly. 

6 

Suppose that the old age period (say, the age between 60 an~ 90) consists of a first 
section where the old aged still work and a retirement part. If labour demand is below 
labour sup.ply,· the higher is the age·. of retirement. of the old~r generation, the_ higher i.s 
their lifetime inc?me from labour supply and, as less jobs are available for. the younger 
gen_erations. ·the lower is labo~r income for the children's generation. Therefore both 
generations may agree on a social contract which specifies a low age of retirement with 

Note that this has imponant consequences on the institutional framework needed to enforce ·a PA YG 
pension system. In Cigno (1993) the intra-family credit system is self-enforcing, i.e. there is no need 
for. further institutions. In our approach we (at least) need some agency which· guarantees that 
generations really stick to the terms of their contract$. · · · 
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rather high.·pension payments.7 To pay a pension in exchange for a job is a common 
practice in all OECD countries (for a survey and d.iscussion~ see Casey (1989)). In 
1995, the German PAYG pension system paid 18.6 billion DM a.s ~arly retirement 
pensions, caching unemployment. 

. For (intergenerational) trade to be welfare improving, the valuation of the traded goods has to 
be different for the seller (i.e. the old generation) and the buyer (the young generation). This is· 
quite clear in the above case b), but it also may hold in case a): When empfoyed by the younger 
generation, the same amount· of physical capital stock (a firm, say) may yield different 'returns 
within the next 30 years as compared to the case where it is run by the old generation. 

5. As Rogerson ( 1992) points out, long-term contractual relationships (between whatever 
· part~es) often face two problems: .First, the exact form of the transaction to be carried out in 

some distant future cannot be specified with certainty ex. ante because it depends on uncertain 
parameters which cannot be completely described and thus cannot be contracted upon. 
Second, to prepare for the transaction the contract parties must make specific investments 
which are sufficiently complex to be contractible. These two problems lead to contractual 

' • I 1 • - I 

incolll:pleteness (see Hart (1995) for an excellent introduction) and have opposite implications 
· for contract design: 

• ·. , The latter problem calls for. rigid contracts as otherwise the contractit;tg parties must fear 
that their investment efforts may be exploited by the .. opposite party in the sense that .in 
bargaining (renegotiatfon) subsequent to investments the terms o~trade cannoJ be.prevented 
from· being changed in favour of the. "lazy" party. I.e., without a precise contract, 
underinvestment is very likely to occur (this .is the classical hold-up problem). 

• The former of the two problems mentioned above, however, calls for relatively loose 
contracts in. order not to sacrifice the ,possibility to agree on new terms of trade which are 
beneficial to_ both parties in case some "favourable" state of Nature occurs. 

Economic contract theory. has devoted considerable effort how to d~al with these conflicting 
requirement.s. In a seminal paper, Hart/Moore ( 1988) argue that contractual incompleteness 
together with the· impossibility to credibly rule out renegotiations of long-term contracts ex 

. . 

ante lead to underinvestment. Although several papers argue that, if more complex contracts 
than assumed in Hart/Moore (1988) can be written, the hold-up problem can be overcome (for 
a very general treatment see Rogerson (1992)), the general message of Hart/Moore (1988) 
seems to be tnidisputed: If contract complexity is limited, then, as a ·rule, non-optimal 
investment are very likely. 
Whereas these result have been derived in the industrial organization literature,. we think that 
similar probl~ms also arise in the field of social contracting. Social contracts typically deal with 
long-time relationships between the members of a society. The most prominent area of social 

If jobs are understood as a special type of ownership right to an economy's resources, this 
interpretation can be seen in a line with case a). 
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contracting with a long philosophical tradition 1s constitutional choice (for a survey _see 
Boucher/Kelly (1994)). The' seminal·works of Rawls, Harsanyi and Buchanan/T~llockbrought" 
this· topic ~o the attenti.on of economists who look for justifications for particular rules to be 
applied in. social choice problems. The central instrument in constitutional social contracting is 
the veil of ignorance: By undertaking ·s~ch a. gedankenexperiment the members._of the 
constitutional ~ssembly artificially creat.e a situation of' equali.ty. which . leads io _unanimous · 
decisions on the social· choice ·rules to be · appli~d in front ·c;>f the veil (see 
Eichberger/Pethig (1994)). The n·eed for writing a constitutio~ as a collection of rules h~s some 
~imilarity with th~ incomplete contract approach. First, (social) contracts- ~ill only be vaHd-if all . 
parties unanimously agree upon them. Seco11dly and more iPiportant, in both situations it is not 
possi~le to write a (social) contract which deals with ~11 contingencies. .The idea 'i that 
constitutions can be in fact be seen as incomplete s.ocial contrac~s, can (albeit in rath_er vagl.J.e 
form) be found in Tirole (1994, p.16) and Caillaud/Julli~n/Picard {1996, p.690). H_owever, 
th~re are.two decisive differences in both approaches: First, con~titutions (at least those agreed 
upon. behind the veil of ignorance) are not expected to be r~vised. The social contracts. we · 
consider are prone.to· ren~gotiation and social ·contractors will anticipate this in-the_ c,ontractual 

. I ' 

phase. Second, Rawl.sian constitutional choice faces the difficulty of ho·w to ·deal. w~~h people -
~cting _not .in accordance with .the principles. agreed upon behind the veil of ignoranc~. This 
problem· (which is relateq to the time inconsistency problem) is not an issue in the ·social 
co.ntracts .discussed here~ ·they Jar~ self-e~orcing in the se~se that .rational. expected utility 

' ('. I 

. maximizers. find it advantageous to ~tick to the contract "terms. 

3.' The· model: General framew~rk, time structure and so~ial contracts 

We consider· an OLG mo~el· where every generation lives for three periods (youth, working 
·.period and retirement). We·label agesby superscripts 1,2 and 3 resp~ctively. Ea~h gen_eration 

is represented by a si~gle. indi~idual. The generat~oh .which is young in period t will be cal.led 
generation t. By C,1, ~2 and Cl we denote ·consu~ption of generation tin its youth, working 

' { . . . ' . . 
period and retirement. period, respectively. Lifetime utility of generation t is given by an 
intertemporal von-N eumann-Morgenstem utility function 111 = u ( C,1' C,2 ' c:) . The fu1wti<?nal 
form of U (-) is not generation specific. Individuals ~im,. at expec~ed utility maximization .. We 

assume that each individual has an exogenous income of A > 0 in every period.~ 

In· its lifetime each generation signs two intergenerational social contracts, one with its par~nts 
and one with its childr.en. The time stnicture of the model is illustrated by Figure I: 

< Insert Figure l about here > 
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At the beginning of period t. generations t (which i~· young then) and t-l (which lives in its 
worki~g period) sign a .social contract r,~ 1 • This social: contract sp~cifies' a payment R,_1 E 9t · 
~nd an amount ofintergeneratiorial trade q1_ 1 EQ ~ (0,1] b~th to be carried out in period t'+l. 

Q denotes the set of admis~able 'intergenerational tr~des. In a minute we go into further detail. 

After agreeing 'on a cont~act, ~uf still· in period t, generations t ~nd t-1 carry . out· specific 
irivestm~nts e, and kl-I' respectively .. These investments infl1:1ence the benefits (rom 

. ' ' . 
i,ntergenerational ~rade. The investme~ts e, of the younger generation t can ·be int~rpreted as an 
investm~nt in human ~apital, say education. The investments k,_I ' carried out by generation t-1 ' 

. \ 

in its working period, tan be u.nderstood a~ the accumulation of the ec~nomy's physical capital 
st9ck. ·Investments cause costs ~ ( e,) and ~ ( kt_1) . to t~e investors. These cost are_ sunk 

i~mediately after th~ investments .have been carried out . (1.e., in period t).' Apart. from 
inyes~ments,. generations t and'.t-1 decide int on their savings S) and· S,~ 1 ,. i.e. the (positive·or 

' " 
negative) amounts of wealth they . want to transfer from youth to working age and from. , 
working age to retifement, respectively. We. assume that savings-- are. invested somewhere 
outside. the economy and . bear a time-invariant interest rate r ~ 0 . E.conomic prospects not" 
o~ly depend on the investments in human and non-human wealth ~nd on s·avings, but also on 'a . 
manifold of other aspects. We summarize them in random variables () r which have a s~pport in· 

some probability space ·0. The time subscript ·r indicates .that· Nature will draw 'the; 
reali~ations between peri<?ds. r + 1 and ', + 2. (sorry. f~r t~at, but anything. else woul~ b.e even 
more confusing). 

Hence, at' some date bet~'een periods t and t+ 1, Nature draws a realization of B,_1 • then both 

· generations t and 1~1 kn.ow 0-.,_1: = (k,_1, e,, Bt'""1) E'L: = [ O~ K] x [o, E J x 0. .They n~w ·can 

costlessly renegotiate t~eir initial contract. r,_1 and agree on a new contract,; say fr-i. The 

· renegotiation game will bf'. .expl~ined in Section 3 .2. 
•, . ' 

lnterg~nerational .trade.between. gener~tions t and t-1 takes place at the beginning of period t'+ 1 
and is based on the terms of the· renegotiated. contract rt~l . Then generation. t has entered its 

·. wor~ng p.eriod and generation t-1 ha~ reached its old age. Denoting the trade level . by qt-1 , 
trade yields (possibly ~ega~ive) benefits of vt-i =:V(q1 __ 1,kt-1,e1,B1_i) for g~ner~tion 1~·1 and of 
w' ,= W(qt-1,kt_ 1,e,, B,_1) for generation t. Generation i pays the (renegotiated) pension ~-i tcr 

·its parent's generation,· which dies at the end of that period. 

At the beginning of period t+ 1, generations t (w~ch has entered its _wo~king period) ana t+ 1 
sign .a. contract r, in the same way as did the genera~ions t-1 and t qne period_ before. As well, 
they deci~e Ori kl' s;~ and. et+I' S,1+1' respectively. 
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. . 

The same pattern continues as time goes by. The model is· common knowledge to all 
generations. All generations are essentially iden~ical. Consumption for generation t in the three 
periods of its life amounts to: 

(I) C,1 =A ~h1 (e1)- S,1 ; 

(2) 

(3) C,3 =A +(I+~)· S,2 + R, + V(q,,k,,et+I,(},). 

. Throughout the paper the following ·assumptions ·wm be maintained: 

(A I) 0 < K, E < oo . The functions h, and /;. are C2 
", strictly increasing and convex in e, and 

k,, respectively. They are norinalized such that 11,.(0) = /;.(0).= 0. 

(A2) For all t, all q,_I E Q and 8,_I ~ e.: ' 
V'is c2·.in (k,e), stric~ly increasing and strictly .concave ink and conc~ve in e. 

· Wis C2 in ( k, e) , strictly increasing and strictly. concave in e. a~d concave in k. · 

(A3) The function U is C2 in (C),C,2 ,c;), strictly,increa~ing in each argument and concave 

(weak risk aversion). It satisfies the· Inada conditions. 

(A4) For all t, the distributions. G, of 81 are i~dependent of er and kr. f~r all -r.. 

Assumptions (A I) to ( A3) are primarily. technical. They ensure the existence · of interior 
solutions to opti~zation· problems discuss~d in the sequel. Assumption {A4) says th~t ,the 
generations' investment behaviour does. not affect the distribution ·of stochastic disturbances 

. ' 

that hit the economy. This especially implies that Nature is not a channel for investment-
induced externalities in the contractual relationship of two generations. Furthermore,· moral-
hazard effects are excluded. (A4) may be questioned on empirical grounds. 

At this point we do not make any assumptions concerning the serial (in)dependen~e of the e, . 
• . This will turn out to be of crucial importance (see Section 5). 

The contractual relationship between two generations has some· specific properties . (without 
loss of generality we· only consider generations I and t-1; all ot~er contracts have the. same 
characteristics). 
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The social contract r,_1 between· gen.erations t-1 and t is signed at date t. W.e assume that th~ 
investments in edUC~tiOn and technolo~, e, and 1c;_1 , are Sufficiently Complex that they C~Ot 
be contracted ex a!'lte~ The costs h,1 and_> h;_1 are sunk after investment efforts have been 
undertaken. Ex post, e, and k,_1 are verifiable. The random ~ecto_r B,_1 , too, is assumed to be 

sufficiently complex ~uch that state-contingent contracts cannot be designed ex ante. Contracts 
can therefore only specify intergenerational terms of trade. 

Note that intergenerational trade will only take place if both generations deliberately carry out 
their contractual duties. If at least one of the genera_tions does not want the deal to be caqied 

' . . 
out (which has 'to be s.harply distinguish~d from not underwriting the contract), the deal fails; 

~ this is the no-trade case. T~e crucial distinction to be drawn no~ is whether the generation 
which ~auses the failure of the trade can be assigned the responsibility for this event or not: 

• In the latter case only at-will contracts are feasible which implies that the initial and the 
renegotia~ed COntraCtS only Can SpeCifiy One (pOSSibly negative) payment R,0_1 from 

generation t to generation t-1 for the case that at least one of the two generations does for 
whatever reason not want to carry. out the trade (q,_1, R,_1) and the no-trade situation q~_ 1 
occurs. An intergenerational contract then .is given by r,_1 = ( (q,_1,R,_1), (q~_ 1 ,_R,~ 1 )} • This is 

the "canonical" case discu~sed by Hart/ Mo~re (1988) .. 
• In the . first case, ·"breach penalties" to ind~viduat generations become feasible. Hence, the 

contract ca.n spedfy default points contingent on the compliance of each of the contracting · 
parties (see Ag~on!pewatripont/Rey (1994)). A specipc·form of such contracts are option 
contracts as discussed in Noldeke/Schmidt (1995). 

Assigning the reponsibility for the no-trade event tO one . of tw~ generations and sentencing 
generations to breach penalties does not only sound rather strange, but would require a very . , 
stark institutional framework.. As we do not think this would fit well into our · contractarian 
framework, we ignore this case. This is, however, far fro~ innocuous· for the results because 

I , • 

we consider~bly limit the space of feasible social contracts. 

Follo~ing the literature, ~e model renegotiation as. a bargainjng game (see Section 4.3). the . . 
payoffs specified by the initial contract r,_1 are the disagreement point for the renegotiation 

between generations t and_ t-1. We denote the renegotiated contract by r,_I . 

Renegotiation between generations · t and t-1 leads to ex post efficiency . if-under the 
renegotiated Contract f,_ 1 the amount Of intergenerational trade q;_1 is chosen. SUCh that 

q;_1(a1_ 1) earg max (W(q,a1_ 1)+V(q,a1_ 1)) •. . qeQ 
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Under ex post. efficient renegot1at1on. the generations reap the maximum gains of 
. intergenerational trape attainable if the state of the world is given by a,_1 e L and feasible 

trades are given by the set Q. 

4. The Renegotiation Game and Efficiency 

4.1 Preliminaries 

This section studies the renegotiation game between two generations t and t-1. 

For t, t' with t - t' e { 0, 1} , a,. e L and a contract r,. define 

(4) , . ·-{Rt. +V(qr,a,.) if t = t' p (r,., a,.). - . 
-R,. + W ( q,., a,.) if t - I = t' 

as the net payoff which accrues to generation t if the contract r,. is applied in state a,. (i.e., 
after e, and k,. have been sunk and 8,. has been revealed), after the renegotiation game has 

been played and after trade decisions have been made. Now consider the situations for 
generations t and (-1 before the renegotiation of their contract r,_1 starts (i.e., between periods 

t and t+ I): 

a) Generation t-1 ·~life is almost over, C,1_1 and C,2_1 have already been realized as well as. 
S,2_1 and k~_ 1 have been fixed. Only ~as p'-1 (r,...:1 ,a~_ 1 ) to be determined. (Lifetime) Utility for 

generation t-1 amounts to 

{5) 

which due to (A3) strictly increases in P'-1(r,_1,a,_;). Hence, the only aim of generation t-1 is 

to gain as much as possible from renego~iation. 

• b) For generation t, C,1, S,1 and e, are ptedetermined. But generation t know~. that it will 
write a contract r, with its children and, after that, must decide on. ( and S,2 

• As the time . 

structure of the model and the probability distributions of all future variables are known to 
generation t, it can (at least in principle) anticipate both the contract r, and its renegotiation. 

The problem for generation t in period t+ 1 reads: 

~. 
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(6) ~~ E8,[u(c.1, A +(I +r)S;1 + P'(r,:1,u,_1)-S,2 -h,(k,), A +(I +r)S,2 + P'(r,,k,,e,_,,e,))], 

where· barred variab~es are predetermined in t+ 1. The e~pectation is taken with respect to the 
distributfon of f)t . By et+I we indicate th~- optimal investment of its children's generation t+ 1 as 

seen from the viewpoint of generation t. We make the following assumption: 

(A5) When deciding on their investment and savings levels, all generations take the 
behaviour of all other generations a~ given. I.e.: 

. O ~t ::: 0 for ~r' T/r =er, kr, S!, s; and, for all I "# T. 
OTJr 

(A5) says that nq generation expects any other generation to react on its own decisions. It is 
the usl':al Nash as.sumption which excludes all conjectural expectations from the analysis. 

· If we assume existence and uniqueness of an interior .solution to the utility m~mization 
problem ( 6), the optimum values of k1 and s; satisfy the conditions: 

(7) E~,'[-u~. h;,(k,) + u~. P;(r,, CT1)] = o; 

(8) E0,[-u~ + (I+r)·U;] = 0, 

· au(c1 c2 C3) · 
where U1

: = I' 
1 

' 
1 for n = 1 2 3 and n acn . '· ' . 

P,t(r· ) ·= d Pt(rt, CTI) 
k ,,CTI · · · 

d kt 
·represents the marginal change in the net p.ayoff of a contract r1 to generation t if k1 

marginally changes.8 P;(r1,CT1) may be interpreted as the marginal return on an investment k, 
und~r contract terms r1 • Equations (7) and (8) can be combined to yi~ld: 

(9) 

This expression has a familiar structure: The RHS represents the expected marginal utility of an 
investment. k1 relative to the expected marginal utility of savings. The LHS represents the 
marginal cost of k, ·relative to the relative marginal cost of savings which are unity. 

8 We thus assume that, for any feasible contract and realization of the random variables, net payoffs are 
differentiable in investment levels. 

' 
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In order to induce ·a positive kt in (9), P: must be strictly positive ov~r some subset of the 
support of Bt .. This simply means that relational ·investments must pay a positive return. 

' * ..,. . . . 
Denote the solution t? (7) and (8) by (k, ,st-.) which, among others, depe~ds on P'(r1-1·,cr,_1) 

. which is random. Inserting (k;.,sr) into the. expected utility function (6). yields a value 

.function (as seen by generation t between dates t and t+ I) which we denote by 

Using the Nash assumption (AS) and the envelope theorem we know that· 

(11) 

Thus, generation t strictiy prefers a higher contractual payoff to a lower one. As a result, this is 
n~t very surprising. Note however, that from (I I) a~d .(5) we can isolate the bilateral . 

· renegotiation games. between any two. generations from the .rest of the analysis .. Renegotiation 
can be analysed. as if it were the. only thing to happen in our model, without c~ring about 

• I ' 

reactions and. repercussions from other components of the model. · 

4.2 Pareto-effident Renegotiation 

Lemma 1: Pareto-efficient renegotiation between generations t-I and t requires: · 
a) The contract induces ex post efficiency in intergenerational trade. 
b) . There is some A. e(O,l) such that 

· A.'·Ur1 = (1-A.)·(i+r)-E8,[il;]. 

Proof: By de~nition, for all er e ~ and all contracts rt-i , we have 
P1(rt_ 1,cr) + Pt-1(rt-1,cr) = W(q, er) +V(q,cr) 

· • where q denotes the trade level which emerges under rt-i . Renegotiation is. pareto-efficient if 
the resulting contract f,_1 induces payments P':= P1(f

1
_ 1,cr) and pt-t =Pt~1 (ft-1,cr) and 

c~rresponding at~wil~ trade levels such that for so~e A. E ( 0,1) 
A. ijt-l(p'-1) + (1:-A.). U'(Pt) 

is maximized subject to 
pt+ pt-I = W(q, er)+. V(q, er). 
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a) As (p-i and '{]t are both strictly increasing in pt-1 and P' respectively, a contract 
which induces a.trade q' Eargmax (W(q,~;_ 1 ) +V(q,crt_1)) c~n be Pareto-improved. 

. . ~Q . 

b) The Lagrange problem associated with Par~to-efficiency yields as a necessary FOC: 
a01

-
1(i51

-·
1) oU'(P') 

A.· =(1-A.)· . oP · oP. 
/ 

· a(p-1<-P'-1) . . 
Applying (5) yields = ur1

• Using (11) and (8) yields oP · . 
a {jt (fit) , , 

0 
p = E0,[f!2 ] = (1 +r)· E0,[U3 ]. 

This immediately leads to. the assertion. . . 

4-.3 The renegotiation game· 

Now let us consider the renegotiation game. Suppose the initial. contract r,_1 specified an 
. . . 

·intergenerational trade level qt-i and pension payments ~-t and ~~1 'for the trade case and 
for the no-trade case. q~_ 1 = 0, respectively. Now some crt-1 EL has been realized and 

~enegotiation can start. Denote by 
q(ft-1,cr,_1) e{O,q,_1} 

the trade level that would emerge_ if the initial contract were not renegotiated. I.e., 

q(f,_1,at_1) = qt-1 if and only if 
· [v(qt-1,cr,_1) +~_1 ~ V(0,0-1_;) + R,~ 1 . & W(qt-1,a1_~)- ~-i ~ W(.O,cr1-1)- ~~1 ]. 

Denote by p'-1(r,_1,cr,_J and p'(ft-1,a,_1) the net payoffs of the initfal contract ·at the trade 

level q(rt-1,at-1). Define µ(f,_1,a,_1) = (01
-
1(p'-1(rt_1,at-1)), U1(p1(r,_1,cr1_ 1))). As. earlier, 

·q;_1(0",_1) E arg max (W(q' ,CT,_1) +V(q' ,cr,_1)) 
q'eQ . 

denotes an ex post efficient trade level. Assume th!lt q;_1(crt-1) is unique. Define 

Then the renegotiation game can be written as a pair 

t. 
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where M is the utility space and µ· the disagreement point. By the concavity and continuity 

assumptions on . the utility functions, M is c·onvex ·and comprehensive. Clearly, 
µ(f1:..1, a,_1) e M(o-1_ 1). A solution to this staridard~type two-player bargaining problem will be 

written as a 'function 
· F: cJn-~ M(a

1
_ 1) 

which d~termines for any given initial contract r1_ 1 and for any realization a,_1 e L the 

outcome of the renegotiation game .. 

We do not specify the bargaining procedure any further. We, however, assume, that the 
following three reasonable and rather innocuous axioms concerning the renegotiation game 
hold:9 

(RI) Fis pareto-efficient (see Lemma 1). 
(R2) Fis individually rational, i.e .. F(CI>) ~ µ(ft-1,at-1). 

(R3) Fis weakly. monotonic with respect to the disagreement point, i.e.: 
µ' ~ µ '=> F(M,µ') ~ F(M,µ). 

-- These requirements encompass 8: rather wide range of possible bargaining outcomes, including 
the dictatorial solution, egalitarianism, the Nash and the Kalai-Smorodinsky solutions. Some 
evident properties are summarized in 

Proposition· t: 
Suppose, (Rl)-(R3) hold. 

· b)~ If q•(a,_1) * q(f,_1,at-1), the initial contract will be renegotiated. Especially: 

(i) If generation tis dictatorial (i.e., has full bargaining power), then: 
pt-1 =:= p'-1 and P' = [ w( q. (at-I), CTI-I)+ v( q. ( CTt-1 ), a,_I )- pt-I] . 

(ii) · If generation t-1 is dictatorial, then: 
~1 = p' and pt-1 = [w(q.(at-1),a1_ 1)+V(q·(a,_1),a,_1)- p1

]. 

Proposition I merely restates standard results from bargaining theory: 
• If the ex post efficient trade level is dealt with in the initial contract and R has to be chosen . 

such as to induce the efficient level of trade, the contract will not be renegotiated (part a)). 
. . 

• If there are gains from renegotiaiion, they will be reaped (part b)). 

9 
Ve~tor inequahties are meant to comprise equality. 
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• If one party of the renegotiation game has all the bargaining power it will fully ·"exploit" the 
other party by throwing it down to its fallback position from the initial contract. The 
"dictatori~l" party will allocate the total ~urp~us from trade to itself 

In the Appendix we provide two more specific ex~mples of intergenerational contracting. T~e 
first assume~ that the trade objects are property rights to the economy's capital ·stock and is 
essentially a reinterpretation of the Hart/Moore ( 1988). model. The second example 
demonstrates how bargaining on the age of retirement could be modelled in our setting. 

5.' Investment and Savings Decisions 
, . 

We so far restricted our attention to the renegotiation game. We now tum to the investment 
and savings decisions (e,,S,1) and (k1-1,S,~i) which two generations t and t-1 have to make 

.. 
after writing the initial contract. When doing so, the generations take into account that the 
initial contract may be renegotiated after the uncertainty has resolved and that the outcome of 
the renegotiation ·~ill be determined by a commo~y known bargaining solution F. 

5.1 Individual behaviour 

5.1.l . The older generation 

We know already from Section 3 that the older generation (i.e., ge~eration t-1) fixes (k1-1,S,~ 1 ) 
such that 
(7') 

and 
(8') E [-u~-· + (1 +1:)· U'-1

) = o 
~~ - 3 . 

. · · - d pt-1 (f a ) 
simultaneously hold. In P.'-.1(r a ) := · 1

-
1' 1

-
1 the outcome of the renegotiation . . k ,_,, ,_, dk 

t-l 

game (under a given rule F) is anticipated. 

5.1.2 The younger generation 

The younger generation (i.e., generation t) chooses (e" S,1) as to maximize· 

.. 
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where the starred variables denote. future decisions. Generation t assumes that these decisions 
will be optimally taken, i.e.', that they satisfy (7) and (8) for parametrically given c,t and 

. A + (1 + r )S,' + P' . (Technically, generation t uses backward . induc~ion to solve its dynamic 

optimization problem.) Under the Nash assumption (AS) the FOC for this problem are: 

E8,.8,_, [-u: . hi( e,) + u~ . ~t (f,_t, a,_,) 

(13a) +u~. (-h;(k;)- iJ k; - iJ s,2'J tu;. (<1 +r)- ~ s,2' + iJ pr (f,,u,)J] = o 
ae, . ae, ae, ae, 

E8,.8,_, [-u: + u~ . (1 + r) 
(13b) 

+ll'·(-h!,(k·)· ak; ~ as,
2
·J+U'·((l+r)· asr + cP'(f,,a,)J]=o 2 

-
1 as' a st 3 

. as' a st · 
I t t I · 

From Section 4.1 we know that the payoff after renegotiation only depends· on the initial 
contract, the investment decisions connected with this (and only this) contract and the state of 

. the world in the renegotiation game. Therefore: , 

(14a) a P'(f,,a,) =a P'(f,,k;,e,_1,fJ,). a k; 
oe, a k, oe, 

and 

(14b) a P'(f,,a,) a P'(f,,k;,e,_,,8,) a k; 
I = ·~-, . as, ak, as, 

Recall that the decisions on k; and S,2 ~~ve to be made before 8, has been revealed. 

Therefore they cannot depend on 81 • The same must hold for the partial derivatives a k,• and ae, 
~ i~ in (14). Generation t knows that for any state of the world 81_ 1 which will have been 

t . 

revealed between t and t+ I it will in t+ I choose k, and S,2 such that conditions (7). and (8) 

will hold. To simplify the analysis we make the following assumption: 

( A6) For all t, t' with t :;e t' the random variables 8, and 81• are stochastically independent. 

We can now characterize the optimal investment behaviour of the younger generation: 
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Proposition 2: 
' Assume (A I) through ( A6) hold-, Then generation t chooses e1 and S,1 such that 

(15a) , E0,.0,j-u: ·h{(e,) +U~ · f!1(f1_ 1,a1_ 1)] = 0 

and 
(I Sb) E0,.0, .. 

1 
[-u: + U~ ~(I+ r~] = 0. 

simultaneously hold. 

Proof: Consider equation"(13a) which by using (14a) and (14b) can be rewritten as: 

Eo,.o,_I [ Ui' . '1i'( el) - u~ . ~l (f,_1, a,_.)] 

=Eo o [ok; ·(-U~·h!,(k;)+u;-P:(r,,a,))J + E0 0 [
0812

• ·(-u~ +(l+r)·U;)] 
, • r-1 0 e - - , . 1-1 0 e 

I . I 

Each of the two summands on the RHS has the form Eo,.o,J a( 8t-1) · P( 8,, 81_ 1)] where a(·) 

and PO are appropriately defined functions.· Under (A6) (i.e., with 81 and 81_ 1 independent) 

these expressions can be calculated as follows: 

Ee,, o,_, [a( 81-1) . P< 8,, 81-1)] = f Ha( 8t-I) . P< 8,, 8t-I)] dG( 8,_ I) dG( 8,) 
exe . . 

= f a(81_ 1) • (f P(B,, 8t-1) dG(81)J dG(B,_1) = f a(81_ 1) • E8, (p(-, 8t-1)) dG(81_ 1) • 

e e · e 

(see Karr (1993, Theorem 4.29)). _From.(7) and (8) 'Ye know however that E0,[p(-,81_ 1)] = O 

for all fJt-1 eE>. This makes the integrals and hence the RHS zero, too. Eq. (14a) follows 

immed.iately. The same procedure applied to (13b) yields (15b). 
D 

Proposition 2 heavily depends on assumption (A6). Under (A6), we can simply "insert" (7) and 
(8) into ( 13) and thus separate the ·decisions of different life periods. This would not be 
possible if 81 and· 81-1 were stochastically dependent (and their joint distribution not 
multiplicatively separable). Clearly,· (A6) is very simplifying: the random variables 81 represent 

. -
"shocks" in the macroeconomic sense which empirically are not serially independent. 

Note from (14a) and (14b) that all generations are interconnected: Although the investment 
level e, ~t first sight only influences the intergenerational Contract r,_1 between generations I 
and t-1, the payoffs from that contract_ accrue before the contract r, between generations t and 
i+ l is signed. Hence, capital investments k, are influenced by earlier education investm~nts e1 

of the same generation and, via the renegotiation of the contract r, , also on the capital 
investment k,_1 of its parents and on the realizations of past stochastic shocks. 
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Finally, note that serial independence of the f)t . is not necessary to generate separability in the 

decisions in the sen~e of Proposition 2. If utility functions are additively separable in the pef!od 
consumtion levels it i~ easily checked that even without (A6) generations can view their 
bargaining as a fully bilateral affair . (a familiar example for this . would be 
U(C,1,Ct2,C,3)=u(C,1)+8.·u(C,2)+82 ·u(C;) with 0<8~1). 

5.2 Efficiency properties 

In order to pe pareto-efficient, investment and saving_s levels et, S,1, k1_ 1, S,2 should for some 
A. e Jo,~ solve the ~aximization problem 

[ 
I 2 "'3 ] [ -1 2 3 ] 

e, .s~~s;_, A. • Eo,_, .o, u ( c, ' c, .' c, ) + (I - A.) . Eo,~. u (ct-I' ct-I' ct-I) ' 

where.the c; are as defined in (1), (2), and (3)·and the ou~come of the renegotiation game is 

incorporated in the analysis. 9 Hat values indicate that the respective variable is assumed to t~ke 
a pareto-effi~ient level. The FOC of the social planning problem are: 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

9 

"' 
A.·E8,_,.8, [-hi'(et)·U,1 +U~ ·~t(rt_.,at_ 1 )+ ~k, ·(-h;.(kt)·U~ +U~ ·~'(r"iJ.,)) . . v~ 

+ ~::
2 

·(-u; +(I+r)-u;)]+(I-A)-E8Ju;-· ·P.'"'(r,_,,a,_,)] = o 

A' 

A ·E8,_,.8.[-u,' +u; ·(I +r) +; ;, ·(-Ji;<k,)-u; +u; . .P;(r,,U,)) 
' t 

as.2 .· . J 
+ oS: ·(-u; +(I +r}-u;) = o 

"' 

A· Es,_,.8, [u; · ll' (r,_1,a,_1)+: :· ·(-Ji;<k,)-u; +u;. P,1(r,,U,)) . 
t-1 . 

as2 
. ] + 

8 
k' ·(-u~ +(I+ri·.U;) 

t-1 

Thus, we take the bargaining procedure as presented in Section 3.2 as given and do not analyse 
Pareto-efficient bargaining as defined ~y Lemma 1. 
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A.·E8 ·8_ [ ~~ ·(-1t,(k1 )·U.~ +u;-P:(r,,0-1 ))

1 

·-··, as- . .. .. . 
. . t-1 . 

' . . (16d) 

+ iJS/ ~(-U~ +(I+r.)·U~)]+(l~A.)·E8 (-u~- 1 +u~- 1 ·(l+r)] = 0 0 s- . · . . · H -
t-1 . 

(16a) to (16d) exhibit that a social planner who aims at fixing investment and savings levels 
efficiently faces quite a difficult task. It therefore seems interesting to investigate whether the 
generations themselves reach an efficient allocation without the interference of some 

: benevolent and omniscient agency (whomever this represents in our socfal contract setting). 
We thus insert the conditions obtained in the ·previous section (i.e., (7), (8) and (1.4)) into (16). 

\. I 

First check that for the same reasons as in the proof of Proposition 2 all terms connected with 
partial derivatives of k, and s; can be ignored° if (A6) ~olds. The respective expected values 
are zero due to (8), (l4) and the independence of fJ1 and B,_1 • Applying.(8) and (14) a second 

time yields that ( l 6b) and ( l 6d) are satisfied by individual behaviour and that the LHS of ( l 6a) 
and ( l 6c) reduce to 

(17a) 

and 
(l 7b) 

respectively. Hence, we obtain 

Proposition 3:. 
Let (f\l} to (A6) b~ satisfied. Denote by e"k,_1 the pareto-efficient investment ·levels for 
generations t and t-1 in period t. Denote by e; and k;_1 the respective ind~vidually optimal 

levels. Then: 

and 

The. interpretation of Proposition 3 is straightforward: If generation t expects that its 
investment e, is to the benefit of generation t-1 via the intergen~r~tional contract (i.e., if (17a) 
is positive), then it underinvests: e; < e; . In the same manner, generation t-1 chooses a 

suboptimally low investment level k,~ 1 < k,_1 if it ex.pects that the intergenerational contract 

.shifts some of the benefits from the investment to · its children. On the converse, if a 
generation's investment harms the other generation (i.e., (17a) or (l 7b) are negative), then 
individual optimization ignores this negative externality and leads to investment levels ~hich 

' 
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are too high. Clearly, if bot}) ( 17 a) and ( l 7b) are zero, no· externalities occur and both 
investment and savings levels are chosen efficiently by the generations. 

6. Sources of intergenerational externalities 

We now identify the sources . of the intergenerational externalities which, according to 
Pn;>position 3, lead to under- or over-investment. 

. 6.1 Allocation of the bargaining power to one generation 

First, let us consider the dictatorial bargaining solution. Furthermore, we shall concentrate on 
the externalities generated by generation t and thus on the influence of e1 on the term given in . . 

{l 7a). The arguments for term (17b) are similar. Recall from Proposition I that: 

• if generation t-1 has the bargaining power: . 

-,-1 P (f,_ 1 ~a,_ 1 ) = 
·1W(q;_1(<T,_1)~a1-1) + V(q;_,(a1-1),u1-1)-[W(q,_1,a,_,) ~ Ri-1] 

W(q;_,(a,_ 1 )~a,_ 1 ) + V(q;_1(u,_1),a1-1) ~ [ W(O,a,_1}- R,~ 1 ) 
· V(O,.a,_1) +~-I · 

. (18a) 

• if generation t has the bargaining. power: 

if q;_1(0"1-1) "¢ Q & q(f,_1) =qt-I. 

if q;_1(0"1-1) * 0 & q(~-1) = 0 
if q;_1(0",_1) = 0 

!
V(q1_ 1, a,_1) +R1_ 1 if q;_1(CT,_1) :;e o & q(r1-1) = q1_1 

(18b) j>t-l(f,_1,a,_,)= V(O,a,_1)+R,0_1 ifq;_1(CT,_1):;eO & q(r,_1)=0 
. V(O,a,_1) + R,~ 1 if q;_,(CTt-1) = 0 

Consider the if-clauses in ( 18): the first condition relates to the ex-post efficient trade level and 
the .seco~d to the trade level that wo~ld be carried out in state CT1-1 if the}nitial contract were 
not modified. Recall, that CT1-1 = (e,,k1-1J}1-1). 

Then four types of externalities can be identified: 

a) There is a direct externality because the valuation V(q1-1,'cr1_ 1) that generation t-1 
attaches to a trade level qt-1 may depend on e1_ 1 v~a a,_1 • As an example think of V as the 

present value of the economy's capital" stock to generation t-1. The returns to that capital stock . 
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change with the skills and abilities of those who work with the capital stock and thus vary 
positively with the educational efforts e, of generation~· 

b) There is an optimal trade externality in the se~se that the ex post efficient ~evel of trade 
q;_1 depends on the investment decisions of the two generations. Seen ex ante, ·by changing e, 
generation t. infl~ences the probability distribution over. q;_1 • 

10 This also affects· the payoffs to 

generation t-1. These effects, which are incorporated in the first conditional clauses in ( 18), 
have first been identified by Ha.rt/Moo.re ( 1988). 

c) . There is a surplus externality. Take the case where generation t-1 has the bargaining 
power (see .08~)). Then we know that generation t-1 can reap all the surplus from trade and 
generation tis thrown back to its initial position. The total surplus oftrade, however, consists 
of terms W(·,at-1) which according to Assumption (A2) strictly increase in e,. If generation t 
varies e, , then generation t~ 1 will be affected by this through the channel of bargaining. Note, 

however,. that the direction of this externality is not clear. Take~ e.g., the second line in ( 18) 
and assume there are no externalities of types ·a) o.r b ). Then calculate the payoff effect for 
ge~eration t-1 when e, changes as 

8W(q;_,,a,_1) 8W(q1_ 1,a,_1) 

ce, oe, 
The sign of this expression is indeterminate. 

d) Fin,ally, there is a threat point externality: The .ex post optimal level of trade under the 
initial contract (i.e.,· whether qt-1 · or n~-trade would ~ccur in state at-1 if the initial 
contract rt-1 were not modified) varies with e, . These effects, which can be seen in the second 

of the conditio~al clauses in (18), are relevant for the fallback positions of the generation which 
is not endowed with the bar~aining power. They determine the extent to which the party with 
the bargaining power can exploit the other ~eneration. 

As· it is already difficult to assess the direction of the single externalities, there seems to be 
' hardly any chance for calculating the overall direction (i.e., the sum of a) to d)). 

6.2 Non-dictatorial Renegotiation 

Unlike under a dictatorial regime non-dictatorial renegoti~tion games in general do not allocate 
~ . . . 

the whole monetary surplus .from renegotiation to one of the parties, but somehow splits it 
between them. To this end an evaluation of the ~urplus in utility terms is·necessary. Therefore, 

10 This happens although the distribution of the random variables do by (A4) n'lt depend on any choice 
variables. 

) 
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, 

a fifth type of iptergenerational extemality occurs: a· bargaini~g externality. This can be 
illustrated if we assume t~at the renegotiation game .is solved by the standard Nash bargailling 
solution. Given two generations t -1 and t, an initial contract r,_1 and a. state of Nature 0-,_1, 

the Nash solution· allocates feasible net payments P' and pt-1 to the generation~ su~h that 
[ ()t-1(J5'-1)-(!'-1(p'-1)} [ ll'(P')-tl'.(p')] 

is maximized. In this product the utility values for generation t-1 depend on h,.(k1_ 1) ·' and those 
for generation t depend on h. (et) as investment. have already been sunk. 'J:"herefore the 

maximizer of the product will typically depend on these investment costs, too. Similar effects 
occur with bargaining procedures other th~n the Nash programme .. flence, the payoff of the 

. renegotiation game for each generation .is influenced by investment decisions of the ot~er 
... generation . via the bar~aining solution: The direction of this influence (i.e.,· wether. the 

extemfilities are positive or negative) is not clear. 

· 1~ · Implications and Conclusions 

Sections 6 .. 1 and 6.2 identified a ·number ·of intergenerational externalities ·which distort 
education and capital investments away from their efficient levels .. The indirect channel through 
which they work is the renegotiation of the socia~ contract where investments spill over to the 
benefit or the ~arm of the ~ther generation(s). In this section we briefly discuss some 
preliminary consequences of this observation. 

7.1 Optimal PA YG Contracts 

We so far have not considered the initial social intergenerational contract r, but focussed on 
. · the renegotiated one f . The initial contract .is signed before investments are carded out. In our 

interpretation ·it specifies the terms of the intergenerational transfer of property rights with the . 
price component as a PA YG pension to the older generation. The interesting question is 
whether there exists some type of initial contract (i.e., some PA YG system) - and any rules of 
the renegotiation game - which avoids the intergenerational externalities just mentionend. This 
kind of PA YG system would lead to first-best. investment levels in all time period~ ... · 

At the moi:nent we are not able to answer this q~estion. However, the. prospects of finding. a 
first~best PA YG system are rather gloomy, seen against the background of the theoretical . . 

.literature on incomplete con~racts and renegotiation. In their seminal paper Hart/tv1;oore (1988) 
show that in a bilateral relationship where only the optimal trade externality (item b in 
Section 6.1) occurs no first best at-will contract 'exists, but that.trade partners will underin~est. 
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As we allow only for at-will contracts this result alone would be sufficient to destroy all hope 
for finding an efficient PA YG system. If we additionally take into account . that 'the optimal 
trade externality is just on·e intergenerational spill-over effect out of a series of five, then we 
have very good_ reCl;SOnS to quit the search before really starting it: 

.Conjecture: There does not exist any PA YG system in the form of an incomplete 
social contract with the possibility of renegotiation· that leads to first-
best education and capital investments. 

7.2 Comparing PA YG and Funded Pension Systems 

So far we have _not discussed the role of savings S1
1 and S1

2 in our model. By saving 

individuals allocate their consumption ~tream over time and ·.especially determine intertemporal 
transfers from lifetime periods I and 2 to the old age period 3. We can thus interpret ·savings as 
a funded pension system with a rate of return r. From Section 5.2 we know that under {Al) to 
(A6) saving decisions are made efficiently whereas investment decisions are distorted by 
intergenerational ex~eq1alities. Of course, intergenerational externalities ~an and do not . play 
any role for savings as the· returns o~ savings are fully private. This hints at an ~spect _in the 
comparison of PA YG and funded pensions syste~s ~hich ~o the best of our knowledge so far 
has not been discussed in the literature: 

Conjecture: An advantage of funded pension systems over PA YC! systems is that 
they do not create intergenerational externalities via the renegotiation of 
a social contract. · 

In a funded system, generations do not face the risk of partial .expropriation of their returns on 
investment by their parents or childi:en. 11 

7 .3 · Concluding Remarks and Directions for Further. Research 

This paper does neither present a full-fledged ~heory nor a larg~ bunch of results, but is merely 
a first sketch of an idea that may be helpful in explaining the features and shortcomings of real-

11 
1 Admittedly, the comparison is not fully fair as· we take the interest rater as given' and constant (we 
assume that savings are invested somewhere outside the economy). In ·a complete model the interest 
rate are detennined endogenously on the . capital markets. This may create channels for 
intergenerational externalities and hence a fully funded· system would be inefficient as well. However, 
ex1etnalities induced by intergenerational bargaining cannot occur. 

' t. 

' 
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world PA YG systems. In the current stat~ the paper- has stopped short of ·adressing the· really 
serious problems. To name but a few: 
• W~ largely neglect the equilibrium analysis of the game we present. Formall~, our model is 

an infinitely repeated noncooperative game with finitely-lived overlapping generations of · 
players. While there exist~ some literature on such games under certainty (see, e.g., 
Salant ( 1991) or. Kandori ( 1992) ), we are not aware o_f any analysis under uncertainty. 

• We did n~t fully characterize an "optimal" PA YG renegotiable system (including the .design 
of the initial contract) but only compared some FOC with the decentralized. s~tting. 

· • Our approach also captures intergenerational risk sharing features which ·may at least 
partially justify the notion of an old-age "insurance". These features have ·to be elaborated 
more clearly . 

.. 
Our paper links three bra~ches of economic theory: the theory of PA YG pension systems, the 

. theory of constitutional choice and the incomplete contract. approach which recently received 
great attention in the industrial organization literature. The new element we add to the latter 
field is the overlapping time structure of our model. From "standard" constitutional choice 
theory. our approach differs by capturing the possibility of renegotiating the social contract. -To 
the literature on public pensions we add a new positive explanation for PA YG systemes which 

I 

does not rely on altruism and which does not run into the problem of how to ~ind future 
generations to the terms of a social contract which they were never asked to agree upon. 

' Appendix: Two examples ~f intergenerational contracting 

Example 1: Take-it-or-leave-it contracts 

·Let Q = [0,1] or (which yields the same results) Q = {O,I}. Consider two generations t and t-1 

and assume that: 

and 

This may have the following· interpretation: q denotes the share of o~ership rights to the . . 

society's capital stock which is allocated to the younger generation t (for simplicity assume 
.that the total capital stock is normalized to one). / 0 and f Y denote the output per unit of 

capital which can be produced by the older and the younger generations (i.e., by generation t-1 . . 
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in their old age and generation t in· their middle age), respectively. 12 For a given. state of the 
world at_1 it is straightforward to see that 

q,'_,(u,~,) = {~} e> f°(u,_,) { :}rco-,_,). 
It is efficient to· allocate the capital stock comp~etely to the generation with the higher 
productivity. Assume that when writing their initial contract the generations already anticipate 
that either full or no tran~ferral will occur ex post· and that r,_1 only specifies two pension 
payments ~-1 and ~~I for the cases q,_I = l and qt-I= 0'' respectively. In cash, the net 
payoffs for .generation t-1 amount to / 0 + ~0-r in case that q,_1 = 0 and to ~-t else. The 
corresponding values for generation tare given by -R,0_1 and f.v - ~-i. 

Suppose, that F is a dictatorial solution. The following observation 1s an immediate 
application of our Proposition 1 b and corresponds to Proposition l in Hart/Moore ( 1988). For 
sake _of convenience, we omit the time subscripts. 

Fact: a) Suppose, JY(a) ?.:f0 (a) and thus q• =I. 
al) Suppose further, the initial contract satisfies f -''.(a) '?:. R ~ R0 '?:. / 0 (a') . 

Equilibrium net payoffs of the renegotiation game are given by 
(i) pr-i = R and pt= f''(a)-R if generation t proposes the n·ew 

contract; 
(ii) pt-i = fY(a) + R and pt= ~R if generation t-1 proposes the 

new contract. 
a2) If instead the initial contract satisfies (R-R0

) ~Jf0(a), f''(a)[. Then 

equilibrium payoffs of the renegotiation game are given by 
(i) pt-i = R0 and pt= JY(a)-R0 if generation t proposes the new 

contract; 
(ii) pt-1 = f .v (a)+ R0 and pt = 7 R0 if generation t-1 proposes ·the 

new contract. 
· . b) Suppose, f Y(a) < f 0 (a) and thus q• = 0. The~ equilibrium payoffs are given 

by pt-1 = f 0 (a) + R0 and P' = -R°. 

Fact I ag~in shows the extreme feature of the. renegotiation game under the dictatorial 
solution, namely that the generation which is endowed with the bargaining power fully exploits 
the othe~ generation. Furthermore, as by ou~ specification of the payoffs the no-trade event is 
the situation where th~ capital stock is fully owned by the older generation and the decisions 
for a transfer of property rights" to the younger generation have to be agreed upon by both · 

' ' I:! Hence, younger and older workers are imperfect substitutes in production. See 
1 

Lam ( 1989) for a 
discussion. 
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generations, the intergenerational ·game heavily favours the elderly (the converse will of course 
happe~·ifwe reverse the meaning of q). 

Example 2: Barg2ining on the age of retirement ·. 

Again let Q = [0,1]. Consider two generations t and t-1 and assume that: 
V(q,a,_,) = (l-q:}fo(a,_1) 

and 

This· may have th~ following_ interpretation: The three living periods. (young, middle, old) of · 
.each generation are normalized to have unit length. Then (1-q) denotes the p·oint Qf time 
during the old age of generation t-1 ~hen this generation goes into -retirement (i.e., q = 0 
means t~at the old have to wqrk until they die and q = 1 represents· imme~iate retirement). 
f 0 (ar-1) > o. denotes the constant fostantaneous output the old generation can produce when it .. 

. . 
is w?rking .an~ the state of the world is a,_1 • On retiring, generation t hands ·over the contr9l 

over economic resources to its children's generation t which produces an instantaneous output 
f.v(a,_1) > 0. Naturally, V dec~eases in q-whereas W_increase.s, both at diminishing rates. 13 

It is an easy exercise to . calculate that 

·ca· )= · fY(a,_i) · E]OI[ 
q t-1 JY( ) f o(· ) ' . a,_, + at-1 

which is decreasing in f 0 and incre~sing in f >: . The total benefit then amounts to 

Thi& can· be· employed to determine the ~utcome of the r~negotiation gam~ via Proposition 1. 
Note.that (whatever the initial contract looks like) it will neither happen that the old work until,. 
they die nor that they retire immediately. 

13 
11 . 

<:;4eck that f"(q.u,_1) = 2 · f°(u,_1) • J (1- -r)d-r which motivates the following interpretation: (1 ~ r) is. 
0. 

a pro~-y for the instantaneous productivity of the elderly at time -r . I.e .• 'the produ_ctivity decreas~s with 
the age of the elderly (think, e.g .. of diminuishing physical and mental strength). Similarly, check that 

I . 

for the younger generation W(q,u,
71

) = 2 · f'(u,_1) ·J -r d-r, which indicates an increase in their 
1..:q 

productivity with their age (e.g .• due to experience gained during their working life). 

' 
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FIGURE 1: Time Structure of the Model 
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